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NONGRASSMANN QUANTIZATION OF THE DIRAC SYSTEM
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We developa pathintegralformalismwhich allowsunderstandingof theDirac equationin termsof the conventional
canonical(phasespace)variables:the internal,which areconstrainedandthe external.

1. Wedenote ~ an 8-dimensionaleuclideanmani- = (1/\[2)(p~ hi,
1) , a~= (l/\/~)(p~+ iir~).(5)

fold parametrizedby thecanonicalcoordinates
fp~.,~ ~ with/I beingan euclideanlabel. In ternisofa~,a~an operator1’~~appearsin theform
The following Poissonbracketstructureis imposedon — •~ * *

F—itg~a0--a0a~),
so that [F NJ = 0 with N= ~ a*a and

{p~,p0}=0=~~,n0} , (I) — p p p

so that theantisymmetricsecondrank tensor Ak = i(a~a4 a4ak) = icllkalak (7)

As aconsequencethe0(4) Lie algebracommutation
F pir—pirpv P V V /L ‘ ‘~‘ relationsare immediately satisfied.

can be usedto define thetwo three-vectors:A~= F~4 By definingL~= —- ~, A~= s~+ we find further-
= ~i~4 ~4~i’ L~= ~eiik F/k, i,j, k = I, 2, 3 which more:
satisfy the 0(4) group Lie algebra commutation rela- 1 * * * *

tionson~: s1 =~i(a2a3 --a3a2+a1a4 —a4a1),

{L~,L1} = eiikLk , {L~,AJ}= ci/kAk , = ~i(aa1 — a~a3+ aa4
s-i(aa —aa +aa~—a~,a).

~Aj,A/}=eiJkLk (3) 1. * * * * ( )
= ~i(a1a4 — a4a1 -~ a2a3 + a3a2) -

and set on ~Jin a linear way, accordingto 1. * * * *

= ~i(a2a4 -- a4a2 - a3a1 + a1a3)
() ~3~i(aa4 —a~a3—a~a2+aa1),

where

[s~,NJ_ =0= [~~,N]_ =0= [N,s
2j s2 =~2

2. From now on, we will only use the natural sys- - d

tern of units h = c = 1. Let us make a conventional an

canonical quantization step, by introducing a [se,~]— = 0 , [si, s
1] = i�ijkSk

Schrodinger representation of the canonical commuta- —

tion relations L~i’s11 — — ~ijk ~k

~ ~] = i~0 , [pu, P01 = = [np’ ~pJ— ‘ (5) 3. By virtue of the above commutationrelations,we

[an, a~J = , [a,~,a0]_ = 0 = [a~, a~] , can represent the 0(4) group Lie algebra in the N =
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sector of the carrier Hubert space ~ h,2 = h for (m13+ ~p) tP = ia~Li/at,
For that purpose,we shall use a

weaker than N= 1 constraint and demand state vec- = (0 U~\ = (I 0 ~ —

tors of interest to belong to a subspace
1F®~=ih~= hF ‘~‘ 0 1 ‘ (3 ‘~o ,, k — 1, 2, 3, (12)

of h, where
where i,li is a column consisting of the expansion coef-

= [11F,1 ficients lJJ~(x,t) of ~. Our basic assumption here is to
P use the spin 1/2 representation of the 0(4) group Lie

algebra as given before i.e. the Bose constructed one.

= fl {:exp(—a~a,~): +a~:exp(—aa~):a~}. (9)
5. The Dirac hamiltonian HF is densely defined in

Then by taking advantage of the projection theorem the tensor product Hilbert space h
112 ® ~Wwhere 3C

(theorem 4) of ref. [1], we get the following identities = i h, carries a Schrödinger representation of the
on hF: canonical space—momentumvariables [x1,pl}l=i,2, 3.

* — * * — 1fF112 denotes a projection onto the N= 1 subspace
lFs(a ,a)lF —s(a -~b,a-÷b)—sF, (10) h112 ofh ~ h,~we find thatHF =P1/2HP1/2,

lFc(a, a)
1F = ~(a* -~ b*, a -÷ b) = cF where the operator H is densely defined in h ® ~Cand

is completelydeterminedin termsof thequantized
where the mere replacement of the Bose generators phasespacevariables for the. system
a~,a~by Fermi generators b~,b~in eqs. (8) is enough H = H(p 11 p) = H(a* a A * A)
to produce a representation of the 0(4) Lie algebra, ‘ ‘ ‘

which is irreducible in the N 1 subspace h
1~2of hF. with

Here,on h112~eh::;~i~t ~ ~~:~se con- A~= (l/-.f2)~xk— ‘Pk)’ Ak = (l/sf2)~Xk+ ‘Pk).

structed generators b, b~can be found in refs. [1,2] By inspection, one easily finds that:
or quite easily deduced by noting that lFa~lF = a~, H :H(p, ir,p):

1~a1~= a where u+ a are the familiar Pauli op~ * * * *p p +p1(a1a1+a4a4a2a2_aa)
erators, and then using the Jordan—Wigner transfor-
mation [3,2]. +p2(a~a2+a~a1—a~a3—aa4)

4. It was shown by Dahi [4], in his study of the +p3(a~a3+ a~a2+aa4 + aa1), (13)
spinning relativized quantum top, that by using the where :H: stands for a normal ordered form of H:
0(4) group Lie algebra generators SF, ~F and the ex- recall that under the sign of the normal ordering all
ternal space—momentumvariables p, x, the nonmatrix p, it variables commute to 0.
form of the Dirac hamiltonian arises in the form Wehave thus proved that the quantized Dirac sys-

tem canberepresentedasa conventionalhamiltonian
HF~= i~/at, HF =

2m~F3+ 4~F1(sFp), (11) systemwith a totalnumberof 7 (4 internaland3 ex-
ternal) quantumdegreesof freedom,amongwhich the

wherePk = —ialaxk, (x, ict) = x andthroughoutthe 4 internalonesare subjectto theconstraint(N — 1)t~
paper1~cl.Then 0,withN~,

2a~a~.

4
= ,ii~ t~= ~ i,ti x 6. The transition amplitude for any quantum hamil-

‘~‘ ‘~‘~ ‘ / JLl ~ ‘ ~ P ‘ tonian system with constraints can be expressed in the
path integral representation (as a sum over all phase

with OM’s beingthe eigenvectorsof ~2 = = 3/4 in spacetrajectories),accordingto thegeneralformalism
The orthonormalityconditions(°~~°~)= of Faddeev [5], seee.g.ref. [6].

allow us to-introduce a conventionalmatrix realization The quantumconstraint(~~a~a,2— 1)0= 0 is an
of theDirac equation imageof the following classicalone:
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and ~7lindicatesan appropriatemeasure.
C)Z=~~a~=(l/2)(p2+ir2)=l

7. Let us makea short coniment on the role of the
In the Faddeevformalisma classicalconstraintmust gaugecondition (p, it) = 0 which divides the internal
be accompaniedby the “gauge” condition ~ a) = 0, phasespaceinto two orthogonalsubspaces.Onecan

which is restrictedby thedemandthat thePoisson easilycheckthat thequantity
bracket(in thep, it variables)~ a), :1Z } doesnot 2G=(l/2)(L2 +A2)=(l/2)p2n~--- (p,it)vanish.A convenientchoiceis -

is aninvariant of the0(4) group on the classicalmani-

~ a) = p~ir~= (p, it) = 0 fold, and that by fixing the value of G, we choosein
the physicalinternal phasespaceof the Dirac system

~ det({~)Z}) = ~.2 — , (14) a five-dimensionalsubmanifold,which is an orbit
with respectto theactionof 0(4). The constraint

Then a physical phase space for the “classical”Dirac + - 2 = 0 = 2G/it2 + 2
systemis 12 dimensional(with 6 internal and6 ex-
ternal dimensions).The “classical”hamiltonian for fixes thevariability rangeof G to the interval [0. 1/2]
the Dirac systemis in which ir~= I ±(I - 2G)’/2 .p~= I ~ (1 —- 2G)1’2.

are the allowed radii of the mutually orthogonalhyper-
~o=H(a* ~ -~, A -*~)

spheres.
H~j(p.ir,p) + (p~I2)

2 Remark.For anexampleof the Grassmannquanti-X (p~+ ~?+p~+ — p~-- --p
3 —

zationof the Dirac system,see e.g.ref. [8]. Some
+ P2(PIP2 + hut2 — —- 1T37T4) referencesto theearliernonGrassmannquantization

+ ~°3C°i P3 + ~l ~3 + + it2it4) . (15) approachescan also be found there.see also refs. [6.4].

andobviouslyhasnothingin commonwith anycon- This work waspartially supportedby theNational
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